U.S. Navy Uniform Regulations
Summary of Changes (July 2011)

SUMMARY OF CHANGES

This Summary of Changes provides a brief description of changes made to the Navy Uniform Regulations since the last update in January 2011. For specific details of those changes, see the noted chapter, section and article.

CHAPTER 1
Section 3, Article 1301.5.c (1) Remove - Working Khakis, Utilities, Winter Working Blue and.

CHAPTER 2
No changes.

CHAPTER 3
Section 2, Male Officer Working Uniform: Change - Updated photo with blue t-shirt on coveralls.
Section 2, Female Officer Working Uniform: Change - Updated photo with blue t-shirt on coveralls.
Section 3, Chief Male Working Uniform: Change - Updated photo with blue t-shirt on coveralls.
Section 3, Chief Female Working Uniform: Change - Updated photo with blue t-shirt on coveralls.
Section 4, Enlisted Male (E1-E6) Working Uniform: Change - Update photo with blue t-shirt on coveralls.
Section 4, Enlisted Female (E1-E6) Working Uniform: Change - Update photo with blue t-shirt on coveralls.
Section 4, Enlisted Female (E1-E6) Service Dress Uniform, Service Dress White: Remove - Belt, White, w/Silver Clip and Buckle, Silver from "Basic Uniform Components."
Section 4, Enlisted Female (E1-E6) Service Dress Uniform, Service Dress White: Add - Belt, White, w/Silver Clip and Buckle, Silver to "Optional Items."
Section 5, Description and Wear of Uniform Components:
Added - Jacket, Black, Khaki Windbreaker 3501.30
NOTE: Article number will require hyperlink to component page. Individual pages or images changed

Section 5, Table of Contents, Description and Wear of Uniform Components:
Change - 3501.20.1 - Cutlass (CPO)
Added - 3501.30 - Jacket, Black, Khaki Windbreaker

Section 5, Article 3501.2: Added - Belt with Clip. Unisex uniforms will have the belt with clip to the RIGHT of the buckle.
Section 5, Article 3501.30: Added - Jacket, Black, Khaki Windbreaker. Addition of article.
Section 5, Article 3501.6: Changed - Changed "Ownership Markings" for the brassier with a back clasp and brassier with front clasp/pullover.

CHAPTER 4
Section 1, Article 4104.3.a: Removed - Removed "and Blue Shirt."
Section 2, Article 4225: Removed - Removed "Winter Blue shirts, and short sleeved white Shirts."
Section 2, Article 4227.a: Changed - Removed the word "new" and added "and the."
Section 2, Article 4227.d: Removed - Removed the word "new."

CHAPTER 5
Section 1, Article 5101.3.d.(4): Changed - Removed commands with fewer than 250 enlisted authorization may assign a collateral duty command master chief/senior chief/Chief from within command resources in reference OPNAVINST 1306.2F.

CHAPTER 6
No changes.

CHAPTER 7
No changes.